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The 5m RC Blimp, is our smallest RC blimp recommended for sustainable outdoor use, where controlled flight may be adversely affected using any envelop smaller than 5m, and 
where the 5m envelope is capable of lifting stronger motors, larger battery pack, composite fins with ailerons, heavier electronic components, to assure acceptable flight stability and 
control in calm conditions. 

The 5m RC Blimp can lift up to 1.2kg (2.6 lbs) of payload, including the latest ”rail system” where you can move the motor mount as well as the payload (camera rig) to assure perfect 
GC adjustments. Flight controls use redundancy to assure reliable operation. The 5m RC Blimp’s Double-welded polyurethane envelop assures that helium permeability is as low as 
possible - 0.5% max on total volume daily, making it a first choice for autopilot University projects, platform testing and prototyping, and much more. 
The 5m RC Blimp has been in production for more than a decade, and is constantly improved upon availability of improved technologies, electronics, construction films, and materials. 

Specifications: Polyurethane envelope, 1 main vectored motor or classic with 2 vectored motors, and 1 left–right back motor, all electronics, aluminum–carbon motor mount, simple 
Futaba, Graupner or Spektrum 10 channels RC, filling hose 5 ft (1.5m) special adapter to the envelope valve, 6000 – 8000 mAh Lithium-Polymer battery for the main motor and 3000 – 
5000 mAh for the system and back reverse motor, 17 ft tether line Ready to go except for the Helium!

Manufacturer reserves the right to alter, modify, and update components without prior notice, in an effort to deliver the latest improvements possible. The 5m RC Blimp comprises of 
important safety features, protected propeller housings, high quality envelope material and design to withstand much higher internal pressure than needed, extremely low helium 
permeability, RC Safety valve, RC Safety bobbin, and other related properties.

Delivered Ready to fly - Everything included except helium. Just inflate the envelope and Fly!
If you are not sure what RC Blimp to choose, please contact us so we can help determine what works best for you.  

Add-on options available separately:

- Internal RGB Light with light generator and IR controller
- Dropping mechanism
- Art Work Airbrush Print on both sides of the envelope

Request a quote including add-on options.
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http://www.reallycooltoys.com/store/index.php?route=information/contact
https://www.rc-zeppelin.com/safety-regulations.html
http://www.reallycooltoys.com/store/index.php?route=information/contact

